eNotify
What is eNotify?

Send Email or Text Alerts

eNotify scans your database in search of discrepancies
and changes. When a discrepancy or change is
identified, it sends an alert via text or email to the
manager assigned to that employee or job.

Quick and automatic alerts are ideal for remote
employees, employees whose schedules change
frequently, or busy managers who would benefit from
“heads-up” alerts of potential problems.

eNotify:

Use with Employees and Managers

Eliminates

the need to use reports, manual emails,
to-do lists

Employees

Provides

advance warning of potential problems

Maintain Constant Contact
MITC allows organizations to exploit the universal use
of mobile phones to give employees and managers
an instant connection to key work information such as
shifts, work instructions and training, any time and any
place.
Get instant access to all aspects of your working life,
using mobile devices. Time and attendance, scheduling,
personnel and training information is delivered to
Android™, iPhone®, BlackBerry®, and iPad®tablet or any
other smartphone device.

Technology that Exploits the Universal Use of
Mobile Devices
Remind

employees of their next shift
Include

work instructions, tips and advice
Send

training alerts
Build

other automatic reminders into
your employees’ communication system

Improve

time management by prompting
employees through email or text messages with
schedule information and short work instructions in
advance of their shifts
Alert

employees to training requirements, license
expirations or upcoming reviews
Improve

morale with Happy Birthday and Happy
Anniversary messages

Managers
Overtime

Employee

missing clock-in/out
Immigration

document, license, training
certification expiring
Job
 hours of service over or under budget
Generate

email alerts based on queries and
date-sensitive information relating to time and
attendance, schedules, budget variances or human
resource records
 Get control of problems before they
become cost and budget overruns

Communicate

with remote employees
instantly and automatically, any time
and any where
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